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OUTLINE
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MQSA’s EQUIP initiative

 Background and basics. 
 Inspection requirements.

 Single-site pathway to compliance.
 Step-by-step how to get compliant.
 Commitments to remaining compliant.

 Inspection analysis.
 Review of persisting citations.



Boots on the ground: compliance officers of MQSA and EQUIP?

Accrediting Bodies (ABs) Inspectors (1995)

2017: Reassess and 
reassign resources and 
accountability.

EQUIP: Enhancing 
Quality Using the 

Inspection Program

1992: Congress passes MQSA.

After MQSA passed in Congress -
they delegated responsibilities to 
the FDA.

OR state department of 
health approved ABs: 
Arkansas, Texas, and 
Iowa

Federal State



BACKGROUND
FDA considers the 25th anniversary of MQSA to 
reassess and realign goals of the inspection program:
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https://www.fda.gov/media/100194/download



BACKGROUND

FDA considers the 25th anniversary of MQSA to 
reassess and realign goals of the inspection program:

 Persisting issues?
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The Human Factor!

 MP QC testing: within appropriate time frame.

 Acceptance of images of poor diagnostic quality.
 Lack of corrective action (CA) mechanism.

 Misunderstood chains of responsibility.



Components of EQUIP
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 Increase LIP responsibility and oversight.

 Keep MQSA current and committed.



Components of EQUIP: Question 1

Q1: Clinical image corrective action on an 
ongoing basis.
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[https://www.fda.gov/media/101641/download]

1. Does the facility have procedures for corrective action (CA) 
when clinical images are of poor quality?

(b) Do the procedures require documenting any corrective actions  
taken and documenting the effectiveness of any corrective actions 
taken? 

(a) Do the procedures include a mechanism for providing ongoing IP 
feedback on image quality to RT’s or other designated facility 
personnel?



Components of EQUIP: Question 2

Q2: Clinical image quality review (CIQR) at fixed 
frequencies.
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[https://www.fda.gov/media/101641/download]

2. Does the facility have procedures to ensure that clinical images    
continue to comply with the clinical image quality standards 
established by the facility’s accreditation body?

(b) Is there documentation of such review since the last inspection?

(a) Do the procedures include a mechanism for regular reviews of 
image quality attributes of a sample of mammograms performed by 
each active RT and a sample of mammograms accepted for 
interpretation by each active IP?



Components of EQUIP: Question 2

Q2: Clinical image quality review (CIQR) at fixed 
frequencies.
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[https://www.fda.gov/media/101641/download]

 Must assess mammograms “quality” based on these 
required 8 attributes: 

 Positioning
 Compression
 Exposure Level
 Contrast

 Sharpness
 Noise
 Artifacts
 Examination Identification



Components of EQUIP: Question 3

Q3: LIP quality control/assurance oversight on an 
ongoing basis.
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[https://www.fda.gov/media/101641/download]

LIP

3. Does the facility have a procedure for LIP oversight of QA/QC 
records and corrective actions? 

(a) Does the procedure include requirements for LIP 
oversight of QA/QC records, including review of the 
frequency of performance of all required tests? 

(b) Does the procedure include requirements for LIP review 
to determine whether appropriate corrective actions were 
performed when needed? 



Important takeaways

 The new inspection questions were written broadly 
and openly.

 From the top – down - FDA inspectors have been 
encouraged to remain flexible. 
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 Inspectors are encouraged to consider the broader 
goals of EQUIP and only then assess compliance.  



Important takeaways

 Q1
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SOP? Written Time frame? LIP Signature / 
documentation? verbal consent?

NA



Important takeaways
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SOP? Written Time frame? LIP Signature / 
documentation? verbal consent?

NA Q1

 Q2



Important takeaways
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SOP? Written Time frame? LIP Signature / 
documentation? verbal consent?

NA Q1

 Q2

 Q3 NA



Single-site pathway to compliance

 At implementation – single facility with:
 4 on-site units
 7 technologists
 4 radiologists
 ~ 12,000 exams / year
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 It was known that a new off-site system was in the works so 
motivation to streamline these processes was high. 

 Onboarding of the EQUIP initiative was started in August 2017.
 An operational workflow was in place by October 2017. 



Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Identifying ‘new’ inspection aspects.
Creating an engaged and knowledgeable task force.
Conforming current practices to highlight areas already 
compliant.
Building in those efforts lacking within our current practice.
Generating efficient documentation.
Creating an environment of accountability.
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Identifying ‘new’ inspection aspects.
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 Clinical Image Quality Reviews 
(CIQR) for both RT and IP. 

 Defined system for LIP 
oversight/signature 
responsibilities over QA/QC.  



Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Creating an engaged and knowledgeable task force.
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 Radiologists - Lead interpreting Physician (LIP)

 Technologists - Mammography Manager
Mammography QC lead 

 Imaging Physicists

 Information Technology (IT) team



Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Conforming current practices to highlight areas already 
compliant.
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 Q1: Quality Improvement (QI) ticketing system. 

 Q3: QC bi-annual meeting.



Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an 
EQUIP compliant infrastructure.
Building in those efforts lacking within 
our current practice.
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Q2: Clinical image quality review 
(CIQR) at fixed frequencies.



Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Creating an environment of accountability.
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Creating an environment of accountability.
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Creating an environment of accountability.
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Creating an environment of accountability.
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Generating efficient documentation.
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Getting Compliant
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Getting compliant

Step wise approach to building out an EQUIP compliant 
infrastructure.
Generating efficient documentation.
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Remaining Compliant
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 Evaluate

 Adjust

 Redistribute

 Revisit MQSA/EQUIP documentation – regularly!!!



Positive Impacts

 Ease of onboarding a new site.
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 Smooth state inspection.

 Closer monitoring of new technologists.

 Increased frequency of face-to-face 
communications.



Lessons Learned

 Build in a positive feedback mechanism for technologists. 
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 Don’t lose sight of those items NOT emphasized by EQUIP –
for us this meant repeat/reject analysis. 

 Lets go digital!



FDA EQUIP in review

 First year – 2017:
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43% of inspections resulted in an “educational citation.”

[https://www.fda.gov/radiation-emitting-products/mqsa-insights/equip-repeat-citations-have-arrived]



FDA EQUIP in review

 Retrospective reviews must be completed PER SITE.
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Question 2 –

 Retrospective reviews frequency? 

 Not defined – but since last inspection.

 Do we need an SOP? Do we need LIP signature? Do we 
need written proof of this CIQR happening? 

 No, No, Yes.



FDA EQUIP in review

So…. Is it working?
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EQUIP

 Limited mammography review:
Result of repeat level 2 
EQUIP citations

 AMR’s since June 2019:
 2 passed
 3 required CA
 2 required PPN



Questions from Physicists

Why did you not require a written policy or procedure 
for EQUIP? 
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Is the Radiologist (IP) Peer Review completed as part 
of the ACR requirements, sufficient to fulfill the 
Question 2 IP review requirements in EQUIP?



Questions from Physicists

Why did you not require a written policy or procedure 
for EQUIP? 
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Is the Radiologist (IP) Peer Review completed as part 
of the ACR requirements, sufficient to fulfill the 
Question 2 IP review requirements in EQUIP?

Under the MQSA and its implementing regulations there are requirements that state written procedures 
must be established, and there are requirements that make no mention of a written procedure. As an 
example, the consumer complaint mechanism regulation [21 CFR 900.12(h)(1)] requires facilities to 

establish a written policy, whereas the clinical image quality regulation [21 CFR 900.12(i) requires that the 
clinical images produced by the facility continue to meet the standards for clinical image quality established 
by the AB. Where possible, FDA has taken the approach to be less prescriptive and provided facilities with 

some flexibility in meeting the requirements.



Questions from Physicists

Why did you not require a written policy or procedure 
for EQUIP? 
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Is the Radiologist (IP) Peer Review completed as part 
of the ACR requirements, sufficient to fulfill the 
Question 2 IP review requirements in EQUIP?

If the peer review system, in addition to whatever else it is designed to assess, also includes 
assessing the quality of the images accepted for interpretation, then the facility may use IP peer 

reviews to meet the periodic clinical image quality review requirement of EQUIP. 
(Answer from Q2.19 of the EQUIP FAQs)



EQUIP Resources

 https://www.fda.gov/radiation-emitting-products/facility-
certification-and-inspection-mqsa/inspection-news

 https://www.fda.gov/radiation-emitting-products/facility-
certification-and-inspection-mqsa/preparing-inspection
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Thank You!

Contact me at . . .
Emily.Marshall2@uchospitals.edu
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